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Please forward roosterman to contacts 
 Subscribe to Roosterman for free. Advertise in Roosterman for free. 
 Roosterman is your way of helping the small play the field. 
 Roosterman is being read by thousands and thousands because it is free 
and it is online. And, because of your help in forwarding Roosterman to your 
contacts and friends for them to also enjoy. Thus, Roosterman has the widest 
reach and the largest readership. So far, Roosterman is one of its kind. 
We hope others will copy it and give you free publications too. 
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There is no controlling life. 

Try corralling a lightning bolt, 

containing a tornado. Dam a 

stream and it will create a new 

channel. Resist, and the tide 

will sweep you off your feet. 

Allow, and grace will carry 

you to higher ground. The only 

safety lies in letting it all in – 

the wild and the weak; fear, 

fantasies, failures and success. 

When loss rips off the doors of 

the heart, or sadness veils your 

vision with despair, practice 

becomes simply bearing the truth. 

In the choice to let go of your 

known way of being, the whole 

world is revealed to your new eyes. 

(Danna Faulds, "Poems from the Heart 

of Yoga: Go In and In")   

http://manapub.wordpress.com/
http://kamana2000.wordpress.com/roosterman-free-advertising/
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Inspirational Verses 
Life’s purpose is only a Prayer away  

"Let us not become conceited, provoking 
one another, envying one another." 
Galatians 5:26 ESV 
 
"For they all seek their own interests, 
not those of Jesus Christ." 
Philippians 2:21 ESV 
 
"As for the rich in this present age, 
charge them not to be haughty, nor to 
set their hopes on the uncertainty of 
riches, but on God, who richly provides 
us with everything to enjoy. They are to 
do good, to be rich in good works, to be 
generous and ready to share, thus stor-
ing up treasure for themselves as a good 
foundation for the future, so that they 
may take hold of that which is truly life." 
1 Timothy 6:17-19 ESV 
 
"The one who states his case first seems 
right, until the other comes and exam-
ines him." 
Proverbs 18:17 ESV 
 
"What causes quarrels and what causes 
fights among you? Is it not this, that 
your passions are at war within you? 
You desire and do not have, so you mur-

der. You covet and cannot obtain, so you 
fight and quarrel. You do not have, be-
cause you do not ask." 
James 4:1-2 ESV 
 
"Bear one another's burdens, and so ful-
fill the law of Christ." 
Galatians 6:2 ESV 
 
"For people will be lovers of self, lovers 
of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, diso-
bedient to their parents, ungrateful, un-
holy, heartless, unappeasable, slander-
ous, without self-control, brutal, not lov-
ing good, treacherous, reckless, swollen 
with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather 
than lovers of God," 
2 Timothy 3:2-4 ESV 
 
"Let no one seek his own good, but the 
good of his neighbor." 
1 Corinthians 10:24 ESV 
 
"But if anyone has the world's goods 
and sees his brother in need, yet closes 
his heart against him, how does God's 
love abide in him?" 
1 John 3:17 ESV  

 "Let each of you look not only to his own interests, 

but also to the interests of others."—Philippians 2:4 ESV  
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Commentary 

Four-point appeal to NFGB 
 NFGB is the nearest thing to a governing body in 
Philippine cockfighting. With its reputation, membership, 
scope and influence, NFGB may be able to dictate the rules. 
It has no reason to be insecure and threatened by the entry 
of any new federation. Thus, wouldn’t it be for its own 
good if NFGB see to it that the rules would be fair to all and 
will result in further development of the sport? 
 Here are four things we love to see NFGB do. 

No. 1. Give more to those who have less. Standards 
should be set at levels affordable even to the smaller 
breeder/member. For example circular of Feb 3, 2012 
affects the smaller breeders most. The rich breeders 
would not mind having several entries at P15 thou-
sand each. But many masang sabungero could not 
afford more than one or two entries at P15k entry 
fee. Maybe, in addition to their Bakbakan entries, 
they should be given a chance to also have entries in 
derbies of another federation at lesser entry fee. Big 
breeders with hundreds and even thousands of stags 
can always find ways in participating in both Bakba-
kan and Digmaan. They can have a set of stags 
banded by Bakbakan under their names and have 
another set of stags banded by Digmaan, under oth-
er names. But the small breeders who only have 50 
stags can’t do this. If only double banding is al-
lowed, then they could have some options after 
complying with NFGB’s requirement of at least one 
entry in Bakbakan. 

No. 2. Give all the pot money as prizes. Doesn’t 
NFGB realize that derby promoters are a lucky lot? 
There is no need to push their luck too far. 

 When you promote a boxing match, a basketball 
game, and most other sporting events, the organizer 
or promoter must have to pay the protagonists or 
players or put up the prizes. In return the promoter 
gets the gate receipts and revenues from sponsors 
and advertisement.  In a derby promotion the pro-
moter gets the gate receipts, the revenues from 
sponsorship and ads without, most of the time, pay-
ing the players or putting up the prize money. Yes, 
because the participants of the derby themselves put 
up the prize money by contributing to what is called 
the pot money. 

  Tradition, fair practice and propriety call that the 

 total pot money minus the standard 10%  for the  

Rey Bajenting 

Earlier blog by Rey Bajenting on the topic: 

Whom the gods wish  
to destroy 

 Is the National Federation of Game-
fowl Breeders (NFGB) on its way down? I 
don’t think so. However, it pays to always 
remind friends and non-friends within 
NFGB that whom the gods wish to destroy 
they first make drunk with power. 
 For the past days, I have been watch-
ing the developments or rather the contro-
versy that engulfs an NFGB circular warning 
members not to support any other federa-
tion than NFGB. To many it seems dictatori-
al. Others feel that it is due to business jeal-
ousy. 
What saddens us is that from different sites 
we read comments by some NFGB men that 
indeed game fowl breeders federation 
should be regarded as a business enterprise 
and that employees (referring to members) 
should be loyal and will not work for com-
peting interest. This does not augur well 
with the spirit of sabong. 
 And, the analogy is false. Members 
are more akin to shareholders and custom-
ers. Shareholders of public corporations are 
not prohibited from patronizing competi-
tor’s products. Shareholders of one tv sta-
tion may also watch another tv channel. 
Shareholders of a public corporation are al-
so customers of the corporation as well as of 
others. Indeed, if the GBA is registered as 
stock corporation, then members are actual-
ly shareholders. We would like to believe 
though that most GBAs are non-stock cor-
porations so members are rightly called 
members. But directors should be more apt-
ly called trustees. And, mind you, stock and 
non-stock … more click here   

http://rbscal.webs.com/
http://rbscal.webs.com/apps/blog/
http://blakliz.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/whom-the-gods-wish-to-destroy/
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4-point appeal 

 promoter should constitute the prize money to be allocated 
to champion, runner-up, insurance etc. The pot belongs to 
the participants, and as such should be returned to them in 
form of prizes. Rebates may also be a form of consolation 
prizes. 

 A guaranteed prize is a come-on to attract participants to 
the derby because there is a minimum winnable prize at 
stake. A guaranteed prize, is supposed to set the minimum, 
not the maximum amount of prize. It should not mean that 
if the pot money exceeds the guaranteed prize, the promot-
er can keep the excess to disburse at will, which is what is 
being done in Bakbakan.  

 Shouldn’t any amount from the pot money in excess of the 
guaranteed prize be considered part of the pot money 
which is owned by the participants, not part of the promot-
er’s cut?  Take for example the case of Bakbakan 2011. There 
were 4,438 entries in the 2011 Bakbakan paying P15,000 each 
for a total pot money of P66,570,000. And according to 
NFGB, after paying off the prizes, the excess amounted to 
P18,913,000. (Meaning NFGB gave some P47M in prizes?) 
Isn’t the excess of about P19M which is almost 30% of the 
total pot money, too much for a promoter’s cut? 

 NFGB may say that it is legal because it is in the invitation, 
which may also serve as contract. Maybe on that aspect it is 
legal. However, is it moral or proper taking a 30% rake of 
the pot money? Since, NFGB prides itself of being the fair-
est, the question now is: does NFGB consider fair the taking 
as cut 30% of the pot money?  Should fairness be limited to 
the conduct of the derby, or, should it be extended to other 
matters such as allocation of money owned by participants? 

No. 3. Reduce the entry fee. If Bakbakan will only give all the 
pot money, it could easily reduce the entry fee and still 
come up with a very attractive prize. With the projection of 
5,000 entries, this year, NFGB could have set the entry fee at 
P8,800 and still safely come up with the P40M guaranteed 
prize. Had NFGB done it Bakbakan stands to end up with 
much more entries than the 5,000 projection. Breeders will 
then have second thought in joining Digmaan for P6,600 
with a guaranteed prize of only P10M when with additional 
2,200 and a couple of stags more they could vie for P40M. 
Most important NFGB could have made a lot of smaller 
breeders happy. But NFGB could not do this if it is bent on 
getting a large portion of the pot money as its cut. By doing 
so, NFGB reduces the attractiveness of Bakbakan, due to 
high entry fee, and thus exposes it to competition by Dig-
maan. Sad to say, the large rake from the pot money and 
the circular have benefitted Digmaan without PFGB, having 
to lift a finger.  

Earlier blog  
by Rey Bajenting  

on the topic: 

NFGB uses against us 
the power  

of our own money 
 NFGB reiterated recently its 
warning contained in a circular that 
members should not support any other 
federation or else get out of NFGB. 
 So it is clear.  NFGB would not 
listen to the cry of the masang 
sabungero which is clearly manifested 
in polls, posts to various sites and social 
networks on the web, and in tsikahan at 
gatherings and at the sabungan. Well, 
that’s how the bosses at NFGB wanted 
to play it. Whether they were already 
drunk with power or not, we couldn’t 
do anything about what decision NFGB 
would make. Now, It is our turn to 
make decisions. 
 There are options left to the 
members. The intrepid ones may go 
ahead and also join Digmaan and see if 
NFGB will really make true its threat 
and expel all those who defied; or, 
NFGB might be selective in going about 
it and expel some and spare some; or, 
who knows, NFGB may not impose any 
sanction at all. 
 Another option is to register pro-
test by not joining Bakbakan at all. This 
is a bold move that a dauntless gentle-
man would make. This will show NFGB 
that breeders will not die without Bak-
bakan. 
 Still, another option, that I be-
lieve most breeders/members will take, 
is to bow to the king. After all Bakbakan 
is the “fairest.” It is also the richest with 
P40M at stake. 
 But before this P40M will entice 
us to the point of sacrificing principles, 
… read more  

http://blakliz.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/using-against-us-the-power-of-our-own-money/
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4-point appeal 

No. 4. Special consideration to OFWs. OFWs are not just sitting behind the comfort of their comput-
ers they are working hard abroad to earn. OFWs have contributed much to the development of 
cockfighting in the Philippines. The OFWs, despite being abroad, saw to it that they buy or produce 
chickens and participate in derbies here. Their plaints should be heard even if their only means of 
expressing opinion is by posting to websites and social networks. Let’s not expect them to go to 
offices and personally air their plaints. Instead, NFGB might as well set up a website on which OFWs 
can post comments or update themselves with the latest developments, events, information on sab-
ong in the country. MANA is trying to do it but NFGB could do it much, much better with its vast 
resources and logistics. NFGB may also see to it that Bakbakan elims, semis and finals will have free 
live streaming. How much would that cost? An additional P5,000 per derby day is not too much. 
Some one at NFGB ought to understand this. It’s simple public relations or customer relations. 

  
 NFGB may or may not consider our suggestions, but the fact is that with all the respect and trust 
breeders hold for NFGB, many expect wonderful things from the federation, that they can easily be  dis-
enchanted. However, when it comes to participating in Bakbakan, many of the participants don’t mind. 
To them it is the thrill of participation, not winning the P40M. Anyway that is farfetched or patsamba. 
The probability of scoring 11 straight wins is 1:2048. To others it is a sense of belonging to the marangal; 
still to others it is a badge of credibility as breeder and come on to attract buyers of their chickens. 
 We are just appealing to the organizers. The burden is on them whether or not they will take ad-
vantage of the situation, throw all spirit of fairness and sportsmanship to the wind and go ahead earn 
big buck; anyway breeders keep on participating.  But, sirs, isn’t Bakbakan doing pretty well enough 
without having to take additional rake or impose additional restrictions to members?  

Just asking. 

We need a federation justified by faith 
By Jeff ‘Freedom’ Gamulo 

  

 My dear Colleague, The confrontation 

between Bakbakan and Digmaan benefits no 

one, these are the ways of many who have 

lust for power. To obey the order from a 

crooked instruction is ridiculous, but to fol-

low the path of righteous one is sublime.  

 My dear Friends, we need a constant 

change. A reformation that will contribute 

immensely to welfare of the common people 

and will benefit those who have love and 

passion for gamefowls.  

 We 

need a 

federa-

tion justi-

fied by 

faith 

where 

freedom reigns and not the one conceived by 

hatred nor a pale replica of hullabaloo. We 

need a good leader that will guide our steps, 

a prudent leader who, in the performace of 

his duty, will stand up and fight for the cause 

of the poor and the afflicted!  (More by Jeff 

Gamulo on p. 12) 
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 The controversial circular of the National 
Federation of Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB) continued 
to rock sabong websites and social network commu-
nities, moreover with the reiteration of NFGB presi-
dent Ricardo (Ricoy) Palmares that members who 
will support any other federation will be ousted 
from NFGB. 
 NFGB president Ricoy Palmares, in a circular 
dated Feb. 3, 2012, had warned: 
“We are bound by our common passion for gamefowl. 
We have one mission and that is to conduct fair, ex-
cellent and honorable  ( Patas, Magaling, Marangal) 
undertakings. 
We belong and fully support the first and only one 
National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders. 
In view of this, our member associations are expected 
to be loyal and to support only one Federation, the 
National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders. Likewise, 
we are encouraging you to impress among your mem-
bers the value of loyalty and honor by instituting the 
principle of oneness and discipline. Please inform our 
members that they have to choose only one Federa-
tion to support. Otherwise, we will allow them to 
leave our organization. We hope this is clear to every-
one.” 
 The move immediately drew flack from sever-
al sectors, particularly on the internet.  Likewise a 
poll conducted by Masang nagmamanok (MANA) 
consistently showed that the trend is overwhelming 
against the policy. The MANA poll asked repondents  
if they thought the NFGBpolicy of prohibiting 
memners from supporting another federation was 
good for sabong. At the time this article was written, 
the poll was still going on and an overwhelming 88% 
said the policy is not good for sabong.  

 Despite the obvious adverse reaction to the 
move, BFGB stood ground and Palmares repeated 
the warning during the finals of Bullangbullang bull-
stag tournament. 
 Here’s what NFGB says. Posted by Super fly 
on a sabong site and reposted by Gallant fox on FB 
Free Roosterman Int’l group page of MANA: 
  
 “The NFGB stands by its earlier circular of re-
quiring its member organizations and their members 
to support only one national federation, the National 
Federation of Gamefowl Breeders. The NFGB has long 
prided itself in staging the fairest of all derbies- the 
Bakbakan National derby. We are urging our mem-
bers to protect the integrity of this derby by maintain-
ing loyalty to our organization. We have always lived 
by its motto of PATAS, MAGALING, MARANGAL and 
will continue to do so with your help. However, mem-
bers are free to choose another association should the 
ideals of the NFGB does not command their loyalty 
anymore. In the light of recent internet attacks on the 
NFGB, we are urging anyone with valid questions to 
visit us in the federation office to talk personally and 
not sit behind the comforts of a computer. You can 
also course a letter to your association presidents and 
the NFGB will try to answer it as fast as possible. We 
believe that the truth will always prevail. The NFGB 
has survived black propagandas thrown at it before. 
We will survive this one and come out of it stronger. 
The NFGB leadership maintains its full commitment 
to preserving the integrity of this institution. 
Very.truly.yours, 
Ricoy Palmares Jr.(speaking over his phone during the 
Bulang-Bulang championships, May 5, 2012)” 
 

NFGB stands by policy 
Eyes P25M in excess of prizes in 2012 

 Last year, the National Federation of Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB) netted some P19M in excess of 
the total entry fee collected out of the 4,438 entries in the 2011 Bakbakan paying P15,000 each for a to-
tal pot money of P66,570,000. This year insiders said they were looking forward to a P25M rake of the 
pot money. They were projecting at least 5,000 or a total of P75M, while planning to allocate a little less 
than P50M for the prizes. 
 This despite the criticism drawn by the practice of not giving the entire pot money back as prizes 
or rebates, and the recent circular prohibiting members from supporting other federations. 
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NFGB continues to take flak 

Godfeather Farm 

We too breed the sugbo lemons. 

My sugbo lemon at his 
original home in RB 

Sugbo Casili, Cebu 

Click here 

 Just like the original declara-
tion, Palmares’ reiteration was met 
with adverse comments. MANA 
founder Rey Bajenting took potshots 
at NFGB in a series of columns and 
blogs. 
 Other prominent figures who 
joined the fray were breeders 
Hernani “Boy Jimenez and Jeff 
“Freedom” Gamulo. In the poll, 
NFGB’s support was low.  
 Palmares and other NFGB 
sources however maintained that NFGB had en-
countered similar attacks and had weathered them 
and even came out stronger every time. 
 But independent observers saw otherwise. 
According to Bajenting, it might be different this 
time because the policy will significantly affect the 
many smaller breeders/members. The conflict now 
is between the federation and many of its members, 
unlike in the past that conflicts were mostly be-
tween and among directors and officers. Also, it 
came at a time or it is caused, by the impending 
challenge posed by the Philippine Federation of 
Gamefowl Breeders (PFGB). 
 Both Jimenez and Gamulo called for the res-
ignation of Ricoy Palmares. They were joined by a 
number of FB sabong community observers, includ-
ing one Kelly Galang who pointed out that Palmares 
had already promised to hand over the position to 
others a few years ago but continued to hold on to 
it. 
 The situation was more intense at Sab-
ong.net when a moderator of the site, by the user 

name China Rose, hinted that NFGB directors and 
GBA presidents received big amounts and valuable 
gifts from the federation. 
 China Rose posted:  
since we are discussing dividendos I really 
have to get this off my chest...I have asked this  
same question in another thread but I did not get 
any.answers. 
 
“RUMOR HAS IT THAT :" PRESIDENTS OF 
nfgb GETS A BONUS OF 125T ? 
AND DIRECTORS GETS 260t AND THAT  
SOME DIRECTORS HAS BEEN GIFTED WITH 
SUV don't know if this true or not... 
correct me if I am wrong... have to satisfy my 
curiosity...rumor lang... 
cheeeeeeers !!!” 
 There were a few rejoinders from a couple of 
NFGB supporters but these were drowned by the 
avalanche of anti NFGB comments. 
  

Bakbakan 2012 banded stags at Garces Bros Farm in Cebu. 

http://www.facebook.com/godfeatherfarms
http://www.facebook.com/godfeatherfarms
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Kelly Galang 
April 18, 2012 
Some people cant handle the swelling, their heads 
become bigger and fly like a balloon. Same thing 
happens to an autocratic and narcistic people or or-
ganization. The popularity of our sports today is 
brought about by the healthy competition of differ-
ent organization and federation. They are more or 
less accountable to the people and its members. A 
monopoly “maketh” a dictator, whether in business 
or in the system of government.  
 
hernani jimenez jr 
April 18, 2012 
when imperial nfgb board makes a “general assem-
bly” decision should we should all bow and kneel 
just like during the japanese occupation. imagine 
the president and his honchos in a japanese imperial 
army uniform brandishing a samurai and a rifle with 
a fixed bayonnet. they’ll cut your head off for not 
following their ORDER. IT REFLECTS HOW THE 
PRESENT OVERSTAYING BOARD THINK OF US 
BREEDERS. THEY’RE TRYING TO KILL US.  
 
Phillip Baluyot 
April 20, 2012 
I do think that any breeder or cocker should be al-
lowed to exercise his freedom to choose any organi-
zation who aims to propagate the sabong sports in 
our country. NFGB should not be afraid from any 
new organization unless they can be better than 
NFGB. An organization will survive as time passes 
by if good, equal and fair policies are being exercised 
for the good of the common sabungeros not of the 
selected few who are in the higher positions of the 
organization. We should be open to any organiza-
tion who is offering a good chance for a simple 
sabungero to face the big guys in this exciting sports 
of Sabong. Let the best & fair organization win the 
heart of the lovers of this sport. Good luck to all Sab-
ong friends!  
 
Rooster Camp 
April 24, 2012 
The dispute between NFGB and PFGB is not a cause 
for worry. In fact it should yield only positive results 
for Philippine cockfighting. We say this because on-

ly the best results will come out of this rivalry, as 
each one tries to outshine the other. 
In fact, this development shifts the power from the 
Federation to the member organizations. We may 
not realize it but now, local associations have the 
option to choose which Federation to affiliate with. 
Before long, the Federation will realize that it can-
not impose its will on its members because the 
members can vote with their feet. They can walk to 
the ‘other side’ when they see the ‘grass being green-
er’ there. 
Under this new situation, the two prominent Feder-
ations will endeavor to capture the larger share of 
association membership and will find themselves 
offering more and better values to keep their mem-
bers in the fold. Expect bigger prizes; more fights; 
higher dividends; knowledge updates and technical 
technical support. 
Verily, all game fowl afficionados should welcome 
this development! 
 
nilo de leon 
April 24, 2012 
it’s not the dispute that worries me, it’s the NFGB’s 
stand on not allowing their members to band their 
cockerels with PFGB or any other federations. it’s 
just plain wrong!. let me say this, the only reason 
that they succeeded on their competition with the 
rambulan is that most sabungero’s figured out that 
they got more chances to win with bakbakan and 
that’s a fact. and they think they can do it too with 
regards to PFGB’s digmaan…a note for mr. palmares, 
i’ve been supporting your federations on almost eve-
rything but sorry to say, “NOT ON THIS ONE” it’s 
not good for philippine sabong! period!  
 
boyet 
April 27, 2012 
NFGB if they want to reach-out small scale breeder 
which i think marami kami, then they need to start 
looking unto their policy. I think everyone could see 
that battle in Bakbakan is for bigtime scale breeder. 
I suggest on NFGB think of better ways if they dont 
want to loose their members not stopping them.  

For more comments click here. 

Most comments lambast NFGB 

http://masangnagmamanok.wordpress.com/polls-surveys/
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SupermaxSupermaxSupermax   

 

FEEDING 2012 

 by Larry Locara  

 

We have this spare time during the Easter break 

and we thought we can update our friends on how 

we feed our game chickens in the light of the new 

developments in the industry and in our game: 

cockfighting. Consider the following factors that 

would greatly affect the results of our crop of stags 

and cocks this year. 

First consideration: Three big money events for the 

stag season, the Bakbakan, Rambulan and the Dig-

maan. These events promise for the breeder a ticket 

for a better life for him and his people. We are also 

interested in this, particularly the Digmaan because 

this is what we can afford, being a smallscale breed-

er. but whether you are small or big, the bottom 

line is that we all should be able to produce stags 

that can compete and have chances of getting to 

the championship. For this, feeding the right feeds 

and at yhe right amounts would mean healthier 

stags with the proper height, conformation and sta-

tion. 

Second consideration: Budget. This is probably the 

bottom line. Feeds are expensive and one can only 

hope to raise good chickens with  limited resources. 

But there are alternatives when one is innovative 

and even inventive. 

We are only writing from experience in the hope 

that somehow others can draw ideas from them. 

FEEDING OUR CHICKS: 

This is the most critical stage of the chicks' life. Like 

all the others, we feed only the best quality and 

even the most expensive chick booster feed in the 

market. We also follow the recommendation of one 

manufacturer to feed only for 15 days then shift to 

the starter. Their recommendation stems from the 

complaints and observations of breeders who claim 

that many of their chicks fed longer on chick boost-

er tend to have shorter shanks and longer legs. 

We shift to a mixture of the expensive starter in 1 

kilogram packs and the cheaper "1000". "100" or 

"1".  This way, we save about P5 per kilogram with-

out compromising the health of our chicks. 

From day 1 we already add probiotics at the rate of 

1/2 teaspoon per liter of water. More than this rate 

will induce lack of appetite for the chicks. We have 

seen the benefits of using probiotics since we start-

ed using it in 2004. We don't need to explain about 

this anymore. 

In extreme cases where our budget gets compro-

mised we resort to the ordinary chick starter crum-

bles fed to broiler chickens but we add 1 tablespoon 

of a powder vitamin-mineral preparation with add-

ed amino acids. There is a brand intended for pigs 

and this works well with our chicks too. Sometimes 

we also add skimmed milk at the rate of 1 heaping 

tbs per kilogram of feeds. With these added ingre-

dients, there is an increment cost of about P3.00 

per kilogram but the nutritional value had been 

greatly improved. 

Larry Locara 

Supermax Dampot keep 

http://supermax2010.webs.com/  

How to make yogurt at home 

http://supermax2010.webs.com/

apps/blog/entries/show/4598136-

make-yogurt-at-home  

http://supermax2010.webs.com/
http://supermax2010.webs.com/apps/blog/entries/show/4598136-make-yogurt-at-home
http://supermax2010.webs.com/apps/blog/entries/show/4598136-make-yogurt-at-home
http://supermax2010.webs.com/apps/blog/entries/show/4598136-make-yogurt-at-home
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SupermaxSupermaxSupermax   

 

FEEDING THE GROWING STAGS. 

From 2 to 4 months, our stags are fed with the stag 

developer rations of any of the popular brands alt-

hough at 4 months we prefer to use the one we de-

veloped for a large company. This stag enhancer is 

good especially if you plan to compete in big fights. 

But feeding with the ordinary developmersis also 

as good especially if you fortify with amino acids 

and vitamins and minerals which are also freadily 

available. when on freen range, it is best to add 

probiotics on their drinking water since probiotics 

tend to exclude harmful bacteria from the internal 

systems of the chickens. 

During this stage, we watch out for many things 

like feather picking, stunting and sudden weakness 

as manifested by lack of appetite and lack of physi-

cal activity. These are early signs of disease infesta-

tion and the chickens are immediately transferred 

to a quarantine area for treatment. Father picking 

is a sign of amino acid defiency and specifically 

methionine which is needed for feather growth. By 

picking others' feathers as a raction, the chicks 

think they can supply their own body's needs with 

that particular amino acid. 

FEEDING STAGS ON CORD WALK: 

Many feed companies have already turned out 

their own maintenance feeds. Years ago we already 

anticipated the demands of big competition and 

we designed an appropriate feed to meet such re-

quirements. But we based the feed on a very basic 

feed easily available in the market: the Hog Starter 

Pellets. We had been using this since the early 

1980s when there was yet no specialized feeds 

available. Until now, we still use this for mainte-

nance. From the time the stags are corded, we feed 

them with a full diet of HSP without any grain mix 

since we are after body development. Of course we 

add vitamins, minerals and amino acids powder 

which works well to further develop the muscles 

and bones of the growing stags. At 7 to 8 months, 

we add gradually the grains at a maximum rate of 

20% so that the stags get used to eating the grains. 

HSP is an excellent feed especially if you buy the 

brand manufactured by a large company. 

In the latter part of the season, we add grains so 

that the stags get used to eating them since during 

the conditioning period, they will be fed with a 

larger portion of grains in their diet. However we 

add more vitamins in their diet. When fed appro-

priately, the stags seldom get fat deposits and it 

makes the job of the handler easier. 

Larry Locara 

Supermax 

Pointing System 

http://www.facebook.com/samahang.supermax
http://www.facebook.com/samahang.supermax
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Thoughts  
of Jeff ‘Freedom’ Gamulo 

Mac Abonal Salvador, of Camarines Sur, winner of  freedom hen 

and  1liter of natures bio products courtesy of Vic Cabral. congrats!  

PLS DONT ASK ME WHAT AM I THINKING...ITS 
ABOUT.YOU! 
 More and more friends keep on asking the 
price of my freedoms. Always as ever I promptly re-
plied;15k pure freedom stag, 25k pair and 40k for 
trio. Again, I said unto you; my freedoms are very 
much flexible Sir, its not the price that matter, its 
how I find the sincerity of your needs. one thing 
should certainly happen sir, by all means I will help 
you. its not a promise, its my obligation to share. You 
are very much welcome sir, at you most convenient 
time. That's what friends are for!  
A FRIEND IN NEED IS A FRIEND INDEED’’’’’’’’’……’’’’’’’’ 
 Marami na akong natulungan, kelan man hindi 
ko binilang kung ilan, basta lumapit at nagpunta sa 
farm wala akong tinanggihan. Mga kababayang 
nangangailangan kusang loob kong dinamayan 
sapagkat ang aking katwiran, manok lamang iyan. 
Lahat ng aking kaibigan hindi kailan man tatalikuran, 
sa dami ng nasa listahan minsan merong nakakalig-
taan. Kung sa NGAYON kayo ay di pa nababahagian, 
IPAGPAUMANHIN mo kaibigan pagkat may BUKAS 
pa naman, ang tampo mo'y iibsan sa araw na kita'y 
pasyalan handog sau ang aking freedom!  
PAGPUPUNYAGI 
 Lahat ng breeder ay nagpupunyagi sa pag-
tuklas ng maayos na palahi at karangalang maitatangi 
ang kilalanin cla sa pagkamit ng tropeo bagama't ang 
matalo ay lagi, ang manalo ay baka sakali. Sa ganang 
akin, pangalawa lng ang kampeonato, bagamat gusto 
ko rin, mas pinahahalagahan ko ang tiwalang 

pinagkaloob nyo sa akin. Kuntento na po ako sa mga 
biyayang nakamtan at pagkakaroon ng mga tapat na 
kaibigan...  
PALABRA DE HONOR 
 Palabra de honor, isang magandang pag-
uugali ng mga maginoong sabungero! Kahit ikaw ay 
isang dukha na mayroong isang salita daig mo pa ang 
isang may pinag-aralan na hindi makalakad ng 
tunghay at nakataas ang mukha. Ano mang uri ng sa-
mahan, maliit man o malaki, napakahalaga ng 
pangunawa at pagrespeto sa opinyon ng nakakarami. 
Ang pagresolba sa mga hidwaan ay hindi matutugun-
an ng mainit na usapan lalo't hahaluan ng bengahan 
at personalan. Sa alitan ng Bakbakan at Digmaan na-
wa'y yakapin kayo ng mga kasabihan; "ang pagsasabi 
ng tapat, pagsasamang maluwat, at ang mahinahong 
sagot nakakapawi ng poot!"  
 

 Jeff Gamulo is a breeder with a big heart. 
He is as much known for his famous Freedom 
lemon and brass back  as for his never ending 
desire to help those who are in need. Among 
the many and various things he has done for 
fellow sabungeros and fellow men, Masang 
Nagmamanok (MANA) could recall most vivid-
ly his spontaneous effort to help the flood vic-
tims in Northern Mindanao and his gifts of 
Freedom brood fowl to those who could not 
afford to buy some. Nice fellows like Jeff  make 
sabungeros proud. 

— Rey Bajenting, founder MANA 

 Mark Lowe Abaricia sir i hope my freedom will be of great help 

in your breeding yard. Thanks for the trust . 
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 Scorpion Ox fowl are  meant 
to be good, because they are de-
signed to compete against the 
greats. 
  They come from tested blood-
lines and we see to it that the best 
possible combinations arise based 
on our friends’ experiences and our 
own judgment.  
 Plus, we take good care of them from the brood 
fowl, to the eggs, to the chicks up to maturity; to the pit 
fowl. 
 Moreover, strict quality control plays a role every 
step of the way. It should be the case, because our policy 
is to give the best to our clients and we keep the rest. So 
we make sure that we raise them to the highest stand-
ards so the “rest” will be good enough for us to keep. 
 Do our chickens sound expensive?  
 Don’t worry, despite this, Scorpion Ox fowl are rea-
sonably priced within your reach. So don’t hesitate to 
contact us; it is our pleasure to serve you. 
  

Contact us: Click here 

Steve Sarmago 0922-808-1973  

Designed  

To compete 

Ad created by Roosterman, 2012. All rights reserved 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1353395130
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1353395130
http://rbscal.webs.com/
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 Oxford Princess Casino 7-
stag Sept. 30 won the World 
Slasher Cup II after 6 gruelling 
fight days at the Araneta Colise-
um May 14-20. The Oxford Prin-
cess warriors of Mayor Jose Pan-
ganiban of Isabela scored 8 
straight wins to win solo the 50th 
anniversary edition of the WSC. 
But it was only part of the story. 
 Another noteworthy 
achievement by the champion 
was the fact that Mayor Pangani-
ban’s own cocks handed the two 
runners-up their respective loss-
es. 
 Oxford Princess was al-
ready standing champion with 
eight points after beating King 
JLW. At that point only one other 
entry, ALJ 19;P Segal had a 
chance to share the title with 7 
wins and a fight to go. However, 
Mayor Panganiban’s other entry, 
NCIP Action Na, acted as fitting 
spoiler to the title-sharing bid of 
ALJ 19 of Tunu Legaspi and Jun-
jun Lim. 
 The other 7 pointer Enzo 
Altavaz of Benny Salazar was also 
beaten by Mayor Panganiban, 
Oxford Princess, the eventual so-
lo champion. 
 After sweeping its assign-
ment in the elims and semis, Ox-
ford Princess opened its champi-
onship run with a win over EFZ 
Erikka Jillian. Then it dealt Enzo 
Altavaz its lone loss on its 6th 
fight. Oxford princess went on to 
whip FTE JM of highly regarded 
Jun Mendoza. With the victory 
over King JLW Oxford Princess 
was assured of at least a 2-way tie 
for the championship. 

 The heroics 
however of another 
of their cocks fielded 
in the other entry 
made it a solo win 
for them as NCIP Ac-
tion Na scuttled the 
title sharing effort of 
ALJ 19. 
 The group of 
Mayor Panganiban 
served early notice of 
their assault at the 
prestigious cup as 
their three entries 
scored 4, 3.5 and 3.5 
after four fights each 
going into the finals. 
Seven entries remained with per-
fect scores going into the finals 
they were FTE JM of Jun Mendo-
za, MBB Marquis of Mario Bur-
gos, Enzo Altavaz of Benny Sala-
zar, Excalibur –LC of Lito Cay, 
CPB AAO-I of Claude Bautista, 
Oxford Princess Casino of Mayor 
Jose Panganiban and ALJ 19 Spe-
cial of Tunu Legaspi and Junjun 
Lim. 
  There were four entries 
with 3.5 points, two of which, 
NCIP Action Na and  Ang NCIP 
Party List were also owned by 
Mayor Panganiban. Oxford Prin-
cess tallied 8 points, NCIP Party 
List managed 6.5 points; and 
NCIP Action Na finished with 5 
points. 
 ALJ 19 ripped MBB Mar-
quis of Mario Burgos in a battle 
of undefeated finalists in its 
opening assignment in the finals. 
It followed it up with a win over 
Excalibur LC in another battle of 
unbeaten entries. ALJ picked its 

7th win at the expense of hapless 
RPJ Karamba before finally 
suffering a loss. 
 Enzo Altavaz had a win, a 
loss, win and win card in the fi-
nals. 
 There were two 6.5 point-
ers namely NCIP Party List and 
MBB Marquis. 
 EFZ Erikka, RCA Thunder-
bird, Excalibur-LC, FTE-JM, My 
Sabong.Com, Dionillan, Karamba 
Remstone and University PAD 
were together at 4th place with 6 
points apiece. 
 Back-to-back titlists Rey 
Briones two entries finished with 
5 points each. 
 A toal of 163 entries partic-
ipated. Hostilities opened with a 
couple of elimination rounds on 
May 14 and 15, followed by a pair 
of semis on May 16 and 17. After a 
rest day on the 18th, the finals 
were held on the 19th and 20th. 
  

Solo champ at 2012 WSC II 
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Rooster Bridge 
 As the result of a sale of 
some 5,000 roosters on August 4
-5, 1919, a bridge is to be built 
across the Tombigbee river at 
Demopolis, Alabama. Thus an-
other obstacle on the Dixie Over-
land highway is to be removed. 
 The bridge is to cost 
about $175,000. The rooster sale 
netted about $250,000 
[approximately $50 each]. The 
additional funds will be utilized to improve the road 
and the approaches to the bridge in Marengo and 
Sumter counties. The work will be carried on under 
the direction of the State Highway Department of 
Alabama. 
 Four of these birds were donated by Presi-
dent Wilson, Lloyd George of England, and Premiers 
Clemenceau of France and Orlando of Italy. The idea 
of the rooster sale came from F. L. Derby, a stock-
man of Alabama. 
 The "Rooster Bridge," as it was known, 
served traffic on the Dixie Overland Highway and 
U.S. 80 until 1980, when it was demolished and re-
placed by a bridge on new location. A second paral-
lel bridge was built at the new location. 
 A 1971 resolution passed by the Alabama 

Legislature decreed that any bridge or bridges that 
cross the Tombigbee River at that point shall bear 
the name Rooster Bridge 
 The drawbridge was located on Highway 80 
about 15 miles west of Demopolis, Alabama. 
Fighting cocks were donated and auctioned off to 
raise money to build the bridge. President Woodrow 
Wilson donated one rooster which was auctioned 
for $44,000. Until the bridge was built, ferries were 
required to cross the Tombigbee River. The bridge 
opened in 1925. — with President Woodrow Wil-
son, BayouCity GameFarm, Butch Taylor and Luther 
Cagigas at The White House. 
  

10 Small Business Ideas in the Philippines 
by Victorino Abrugar at Business, Business Ideas 

Here is a list of 10 small business ideas with low starting capital you can start in the Philippines. If you’re 
an unemployed person who strives to earn for living, an employed one who wants to earn extra income, a 
mom who wishes to work at home, or a college student who needs to find ways to fund his own school ex-
penses, then the following small businesses which require small investment and start-up capital can be the 
right idea for your small yet admirable business and entrepreneurship move. 

SULONG KABAYAN   
Pangkabuhayan 

Magaral ng ibat-ibang pamamaraan 

ng pangkabuhayan. 

Watch videos click 

here 

C:/Users/Delldont/Documents/GAMES
C:/Users/Delldont/Documents/GAMES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iF9Cu7KZ9sY
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Contact RB Sugbo click logo 

Click here for sparring video 

blakliz 

Ad created by Roosterman, 2012. All rights reserved 

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=372889042737503&set=vb.100000492307637&type=2&permPage=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=372889042737503&set=vb.100000492307637&type=2&permPage=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=372889042737503&set=vb.100000492307637&type=2&permPage=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=372889042737503&set=vb.100000492307637&type=2&permPage=1
http://blakliz.wordpress.com/
http://rbscal.webs.com/
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Contact RB Sugbo click logo 

Email: rbsugbo@yahoo.com 
Mobile phone: 0927-995-4876 

Website: http://rbscal.webs.com/  

http://rbscal.webs.com/
http://rbscal.webs.com/
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Tilaok   

By MANA volunteers around 

 In the bible, tilaok or cock’s crow depicts revelation of what is not 
true.  

 Here Tilaok reveals the sabungero interpretation of the truth re-
garding issues  and concerns, not necessarily limited to sabong affairs.  

 Because sabungeros too should have a say in the affairs of state and 
society.  

 A new gamefowl publication in town is out to 
challenge Pit Games, the country’s leading magazine on 
cockfighting. Gamefowl Magazine was launched last 
May with a bang at the Araneta Coliseum in time for 
opening of hostilities of the 2012 edition of the World 
Slasher Cup II. And, talks have been going the rounds in 
cockfighting circles that Gamefowl is “pantapat,” to Pit 
Games. 
 The upcoming battle of the mags is anticipated 
by many to be a side battle to the war of the federations 
between the dominant National Federation of Game-
fowl Breeders (NFGB) and the potent new comer Phil-
ippine Federation of Gamefowl Breeders. (PFGB). 
 Pit Games, owned by Manny Berbano is the offi-
cial publication of the NFGB. It grew alongside with 
NFGB’s Bakbakan, the country’s premier stag competi-
tion. On the other hand, Gamefowl Mag is run by per-
sonalities very much involved with PFGB and its ver-
sion of the national stag competition— the Digmaan. 
 Digmaan has been heralded as the most likely 
successor to Bakbakan in the near future. Currently 
NFGB has been under fire for its controversial circular 
threatening members with ouster if they will support 
Digmaan and NFGB. 
 Tilaok, however, learned from a Pit Games insid-
er that unlike NFGB which recently showed some signs 
of being threatened by PFGB, Pit Games, the magazine, 
is unfazed. Not at this point.  
 According to the insider, “The people behind 
Gamefowl Mag are competent and they appear to know 
what they are doing, however, Gamefowl as a magazine 
still has to show its ware and prove its worth.” 
 “One issue doesn’t make a magazine,” he said 
“And, we all know that in publication business birth pains are hardest to bear.,” he added. 
 Tilaok also learned that Pit games sister publication, LLammado magazine may also be facing a similar 
competition from a new comer. A publication to be known as Masang Sabungero is in the drawing boards. 
Like LLammado, Masang Sabungero will cater to the common cockfighting aficionados. Copies of the new 
mag will be systematically distributed throughout the country for free. The venture will only get revenues 
from Advertisements. The systematic distribution of free copies will ensure advertisers that their messages 
will reach the target public. 

Pit Games faces challenge from new Gamefowl Mag; 

Sister publication LLamado to contend with Masang Sabungero 

Pit Game magazine the country’s leading game fowl print 

magazine and official organ of the National Federation of 

Gamefowl Breeders (NFGB). On the cover above is Wilson 

Ong, president of  rival Philippine Federation of Gamefowl 

Breeders (PFGB).  
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 Roosterman is another of MANA’s ser-

vices to the sabungeros. Please forward 

Roosterman to contacts and friends.  Sending 

copies of printed magazines will cost in the 

hundreds if within PH, thousands if abroad. 

With Roosterman it’s free. 

 Advertising with printed magazines will 

cost thousands of pesos, with Roosterman it’s 

free. 

 Printed publications will take months 

before being fully circulated. Roosterman’s 

circulation is instant. 

 Printed publications have limited num-

ber of copies. Roosterman’s number of copies 

is unlimited. 

 Roosterman is one of its kind in sabong 

journalism. Let’s hope there will be copycats 

to give you the same truthful publication that 

is not beholden to any sponsor, advertiser, or 

interest group. And, for 

free, like Roosterman. 

Let’s hope there’ll be copycats 

Subscribe to Roosterman for 

free. Click link below: 

Free Subscription.  

To read back issues, click images. 

Roosterman 

http://manapub.wordpress.com/
http://manapub.wordpress.com/
http://manapub.wordpress.com/page/2/
http://manapub.wordpress.com/page/3/
http://manapub.wordpress.com/page/7/
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Probiotics offer 

windfall  

of benefits 

Special section on probiotics (pages 20-25) 

 Paul Duran, manager of the RB Sugbo bi0-organic game fowl raising project at 

Scorpion Ox Game farm in Argao, Cebu, takes a close look at a stag for any sign of 

ailment. Duran reported a zero incidence of coryza , CRD or any respiratory disease on 

chickens raised on probiotics with prebiotics products of Daily Green.  The products 

applied, all made in Thailand, included Wow Manok, Super Manok and Happy Manok. 

http://rbscal.webs.com/
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Probiotics with prebiotics for maximum benefits 
 Probiotics are dietary supplements that increase the popu-
lation of the ‘good’ bacteria. Good bacteria help fight off the bad 
bacteria in the chicken’s microflora. Probiotics enhance health and 
wellness. Prebiotics, on the other hand, are food for probiotics. 
Taken along with probiotics, prebiotics prolong the beneficial ef-
fects. Most probiotics available in the market are purely probiotics 
and these products, despite being promoted for chickens’ use, are 
not manufactured precisely for chickens, let alone the game fowl. 
However, a new line of probiotic products with prebiotics and dis-
tinctly formulated for the game fowl has been recently introduced 
and expected to contribute to the Game fowl’s better performance. 

Pleasant ecosystem grows good chicken. 
 RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology has for years been devel-
oping its organic game fowl raising system.  Its bio-organic man-
agement system or Rooster Biotech, is aimed at instituting harmo-
nious interrelationship between land and animals, and respect for 
their physiological and behavioral needs.  This can be achieved by  
providing proper feeds and probiotic supplement; appropriate 
stocking rates, overall game fowl management systems , and organic practices that seek to promote health, 
wellness and prevent diseases to enable the game fowl attain its maximum potential set by its genotype. 

 Game fowl breeders aspire for healthy stock be-
cause healthy young chickens grow into mighty fierce war-
riors. The idea behind rooster biotechnology is that on 
pleasant ecosystem grow healthy and good chickens. 

Game fowl performance enhancer 
RB Sugbo has been developing this system for years. First 
making its own inputs, later using liquid probiotics manu-
factured for plants and animals. The project at Scorpion 
OX farm in Argao, Cebu marked the first time that probi-
otic with pre biotic products manufactured specifically for 
game fowl were applied to the system. We all know that 
the level of performance of the game fowl not only de-
pends on its genetic capability but also to large extent on 
the environment and the overall raising management.  

Good news 
Study tends to show benefits  from probiotics  

with prebiotics specifically formulated for game fowl  
 

Special section on probiotics 

Some probiotics babies at 

Scorpion Ox in Argao, Cebu. 

http://rbscal.webs.com/
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We also know that environmental and manage-
ment requirements of the game fowl are distinc-
tive to those of other chickens such as broilers 
and layers. 
 Hence, the objective of the project in Ar-
gao was not to study whether or not probiotics 
and organic practices would work for game fowl 
as RB Sugbo had already reached the conclusion 
that organic and probiotic methods are more 
appropriate for game fowl raising. 
 The object of the present study, however, 
was to determine further advantages of using 
probiotic with pre biotic products that were spe-
cifically manufactured for game fowl. Daily 
Green  “Manok” products namely:  Wow Manok, 
Supper Manok and Happy Manok are products 
with probiotics, prebiotics and other ingredients 
formulated not for plants or any animals but 
specifically for game fowl, and designed to en-
hance game fowl performance. 

 
Promising data   
(Data provided by students involved in the study  
and validation of the program) 
 The RB Sugbo study of probiotics and prebiotic products specifically for game fowl, at the time of this 
initial report, was ongoing in Argao, Cebu. The project was being managed by Paul Duran and monitored for 
validation by students at a state college and concerned departments of a city in Cebu for validation and future 
application. 
 Among the benefits noted during the first three months of the project in Argao that began in February 
2012, were the following: 
 Brood cocks and hens, given Super Manok supplementation at recommended dosage of two caplets a 
day starting a month before mating and throughout the mating period, manifested improved vigor and zero 
incidence of illness throughout the breeding period. Laying rate, egg size and shell quality also improved. 
Fertility rate of eggs from parents given Super Manok supplement was 83.6%. Whereas, the control group, 

those applied with standard game fowl management registered 
64.7% fertility rate. The RB Sugbo standard for ordinary organic 
game fowl is 70%. 
 The hatching rate of eggs that came from parents given 
“Manok” supplementation was 82.35%. For those on traditional 
game fowl management regimen hatching rate was 68.18%. The 
standard for RB Sugbo ordinary organic game fowl was 80% for 
hatching rate. 
 The brooding stage also registered some positive figures. 
Incidence of bacterial and viral ailments on chickens from 1 day 
old to 3 months was practically nil. Indicators of health and well-
ness were also noted. The chickens were provided with Wow 
Manok granule supplementation outright from day one.  
(Reports on subsequent stages such as ranging; stag conditioning 
and fighting would follow. The final report would be validated by 
the independent observers . For the technical aspects of the study 
and for free E-books and online literature you may email rbsug-
bo@yahoo.com)  

At RB Sugbo organic site in Agsungot, Cebu 

City pullets as young as 6 months old are  

laying regular sized eggs at high laying, 

fertility and hatching rates. 

A sugbo lemon brood stag at RB Sugbo organics 

in the mountain barangay of Agsungot, Cebu 

http://rbscal.webs.com/
http://rbscal.webs.com/
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 Tulad ng video na inyong nakikita, ung mga cockerels na edad 3 buwan ay hindi dinapuan ng ano mang 
sakit kaya't sila ay mlalakas at masisigla dahil mula pagkasisiw ay binigyan ko cla ng probiotics, malinis na 
tubig, masustansyang pagkain at maluwag na galaan. tulad rin ninyo, ngsisikap akong maitaguyod ang maay-
os na palahi sa paraang natutunan naten sa bawat mali. Nais kong ibahagi sa inyong lahat ang munting kaala-
man na aking natutunan at mga pamamaraang natuklasan upang maging gabay sa inyong manukan!  — Jeff 
Gamulo  http://www.facebook.com/jeff.gamulo/posts/219700254800333  
 

 

 ‘ 
 
 

 Malaki ang tulong 
ng probiotics sa paglaki 
ng mga sisiw. mahigit 4 
na buwan palang ang mga 
pullets ay nakapupulot na 
kame ng itlog sa galaan. 
ngaung 5 buwan na cla, 
parang inahin na ang ka-
nilang hitsura.... Jeff 
Gamulo 

Probiotics, pampalakas, pampasigla, pampalaki 

Freedom lemon and brass back are ‘laking Nature ‘s Bio probiotics.’ 

Special section on probiotics 

http://www.facebook.com/jeff.gamulo/posts/219700254800333
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 Ranging is supposed to make your chickens 
vibrant, healthy and strong. But, still it all depends on 
the quality of the range. The ground or soil quali-
ty ,that is.  
 RB Sugbo Gamefowl Technology has for years 
been developing its organic game fowl raising tech-
nology and range preparation is one very important 
component of the program. Now here is a safe and 
effective technology that will transform your range 
area into ideal haven — clean and rich—for your fu-
ture champions. All you need is an area as small as 
1/4 hectare, or even less, depending on the number 
of chickens to be ranged. If you have a big area, so 
much the better, but still you only have to culture and 
develop a small selected area as focal point. 
 This is biodynamic at work. It is a holistic de-
velopment that takes into consideration the interre-
lationships of the soil, plants and the chickens that 
thrive on the system. Prepare range area at least one 
month in advance. Cultivate some area for bio-tech 
application. Spray AA soil enhancer to 1,000 –2,000 
square meter harnessed area. Mix 50 grams of AA 
Prosoil with 10 liters of  water or 500 grams AA 
Prosoil with 100 liters of water (If using chlorinated 
water leave water in the container for two or three 
days before mixing AA prosoil). Spray to the ground. 
10 liters would be good for 150-200 square meters., 

thus 100 liters will cover the recommended 1000 to 
2000 sq meters of treated area. Apply late in the af-
ternoon shortly before nightfall. After applying AA 
prosoil wet the ground with plain water shortly be-
fore nightfall for three consecutive days. Repeat af-
ter 15 days. Then repeat the spray once a month.  
 Construct some hut for feeding, protection of 
chickens from the elements and roosting. If your 
whole range area is big, the chickens may stray far 
out at some times of the day but they will return to 
the applied area for feed, water and sleep at night. If 
your place is small, this applied area may serve as the 
whole ranging area. Although care must be exercised 
to prevent over crowding. For commercial organic 
chickens for meat or for laying, only 1 sq. meter of 
roaming area is recommended per head, for game 
fowl much more are necessary; perhaps a minimum 
of 10 square meters per cockerel. Baby pullets can be 
placed in smaller enclosures so they will not compete 
with the cockerels for feeds, forage and space. 
 This applied area will provide the chickens 
with beneficial microorganism; nutritious grass and 
plants and insects., in short with rich forage. Spray 
the treated area regularly with natural disinfectant— 
bamboo vinegar. Give the chickens Wow Manok 
granule probiotic supplement mixed with feed. 5 
grams Wow Manok granule per  kilo of feed  

Bio-organic Ranging: Turning your range area as ideal haven 

For complete primer on Rooster Biotech 
part 1, and other free books and publica-

tions, please click here. 

Special section on probiotics 

http://sabongnet.webs.com/apps/auth/login?why=pw&next=apps%2Fdocuments%2F
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 During the months of June and July, most 
of the cockerels and young pullets on the range 
are more than 3 months old and already a few 
weeks away from harvest. 
Harvest time is the time of the year that breeders 
harvest the stags in the range. It is one of the 
most satisfying moments of the season. At this 
time, caretakers should give attention to the 
range area. They should be watching for aggres-
sive stags that have to be harvested right away. 
Extra measures should be taken very early in the 
morning and late in the afternoon. Stags tend to fight 
during these times of the day. Because of limited 
light, specially with dark fowl like blakliz, some stags 
cannot recognize stags higher in the pecking order 
and will decide to fight back when attacked. This rea-
soning also applies during rainy days when stags are 
wet and may look unusual.  
 It is also at this time of the year that we have 
to prepare the facilities and activities necessary 
when stags have been harvested. If we don’t intend 
to fight the stags in the stag derbies it would be 
much better to leave them at the cord area for ma-
turing. All we have to do immediately after harvest-
ing the stag is to delouse, deworm (better with natu-
ral de-wormer) and put them in a small enclosure to 
tame them. A false tie-cord put alternately on the 

legs will accus-
tom the stags to 
the tie-cord. 
When the stags 
have been 
tamed and 
ready, you may 
transfer them 
to the cording 
area.  
 Stags 
left alone to 
grow naturally 
are better suit-
ed for bull stag 
fighting than 
stags that were 
conditioned for 

fighting while still 
stags. If  we intend 
 

 

 
 

to fight our newly harvested stags in the stag compe-
titions, then these are the things to remember and 
do:  
 Prepare the facilities for harvest. 
 Small pens, usually the 3x3’ folding wire pens availa-
ble in poultry supply stores. It is better to place the 
harvested stags first in small pens to tame them 
sooner. In smaller confinement it is easier to catch 
the stags when administering the post harvest care 
such as de-lousing, de-worming, injection of supple-
ments and bacterial flushing.  
 Hardening pens. Hardening pens should be spacious 
enough to accommodate the stag and pullet and high 
enough for the pair to roost. Adequate measurement 
will be 5x5x5’ or 6x6x6’ although of course the big-
ger the better.  
  Tie-cords. Aside from the regular tie cords, 
you may also prepare some high cords and long or 
running cords. High cords will exercise the stags’ 
wing and breast muscles. Long or running cords will 
exercise the legs and thigh muscles. The stags may 
take turns in occupying the different types of tie 
cords.  
   Scratch boxes. The stags should also be 
placed in scratch boxes regularly.  
 Lights. An area with available artificial lights will be 
very helpful in pre-conditioning and conditioning the 
stags.  
  Pullets. Prepare enough pullets to accompany 
the stag in confinement.  
 As we said, when the stags are caught they 
should be placed first in the small pen to hasten tam-
ing and also for easier application of immediate post 
harvest care. After a while the stags will be rotated 
from the hardening pens with pullets to the different 
tie cords and other facilities. That is if they were to 
be fought in the stag derbies, otherwise, leave them 
alone on the cord to mature into bull stags. 

Preparing for harvest 

Special section on probiotics 

A newly harvested blakliz. 

A sugbo lemon 

at Scorpion Ox  

farm ready to be 

harvested. 
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“ANG INCUBATOR       
 NG BAYAN” 

PROVEN AND TESTED through the years of 
actual incubation experience using  ”Natural 
Hen hatching Principles”. 
Type/Category:  Automatic Thermostat Setting
-Once a day Manual Egg Rolling Incubators 
Feautures: 
-Comes on variety of egg capacity, design and 

model. 
-Uses bulb comparable to heat produce by lay-
ers. 
-With Easy Adjustable knob thermostat. 
-Manual operated-Once a day egg rolling  
-6 months warranty 
Advantages: 
•Very affordable 
•Cost effective 
•Lesser energy consumption 
•Superior Craftmanship 

•Easy adjustable setting 
•Durable and Handy 
•Space saver 
•Proven and tested 
•Eliminates risks and doubts of commercial 
incubation 
•Promotes breeding perfection 
Paalala: Ang aming mga  incubator ay aid 
lamang sa pag enhance at develope ng similya 
ng inyong mga itlog para ito maging sisiw.Amin 
po ginagarantiya ang 100% na pagpisa ng in-
yong mga itlog na may masisiglang similya, 
100% din na hindi pag pisa ng mga itlog na 
walang similya at posibleng di pagpisa at pagi-
ging abnormal(premature/post mature cases) 
pagka mahina ang similya. 
 
PANG MASA SERIES... 
1.INCUBOX- 50-60 EGGS CAPACITY SITTER/
HATCHER- 'THE FIRST AND ONLY WATER-
RESISTANT CARTON MADE INCUBATOR." 
PICK UP PRICE: PHP1500 ONLY 
2.FOLDING INCUBOX(INCUPACK MODEL)-
50-60 EGGS CAPACITY SITTER/HATCHER 
INCUBATOR DESIGNED TO COUNTER EX-
PENSIVE FREIGHT CHARGES...WITH IN-
CUBOX INCUPACK. SA HALAGANG 
PHP2200.00 LG LIBRE NA SHIPPING VIA 
LBC,"KAHIT SAAN KA MAN SA PI-
NAS,MAKAKARATING." 
**NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN PLYWOOD 
MADE VERSION - ONLY @2800.00 LIBRE NA 
SHIPPING VIA LBC. 
3. INCUBATOR MINI MODEL-  50-60 EGGS 
CAPACITY SITTER/HATCHER UNIT- MADE 
OF PLYWOOD, SINGLE GLASS WINDOW. 
PICK UP PRICE: PHP2000 ONLY 
4. 60-70EGGS CAPACITY  SITTER/HATCHER 
UNIT-MADE OF MARINE PLYWOOD WITH 
SINGLE GLASS WINDOW. WITH 4 PARTI-
TIONED DRAWER TYPE CHICK DRYER. PICK 
UP PRICE:2800  
5. 70-80EGGS CAPACITY SITTER/HATCHER 
UNIT-MADE OF MARINE PLYWOOD SIN-
GLE/ DOUBLE GLASS WINDOW. DANARA/
VINYL COVERED DESIGN.WITH 4 PARTI-
TIONED CHICK DRYER.PICK UP PRICE: 3800 
ONLY 
6. 100-130 EGGS CAPACITY SITTER/
HATCHER  UNIT-MADE OF MARINE PLY-
WOOD VINYL COVERED DESIGN WITH  4 
PARTITIONED DRAWER TYPE CHICK DRY-
ER..SINGLE  GLASS WINDOW UNIT.4 BULBS-
OPERATED. PICK UP PRICE: PHP4500  
For other inquiries; assistance call or 
text  09231407422/09178468115 Look for JOE.  
Location: JVBROS TRADING AND POULTRY 
SUPPLY,  Queensrow circle, Everlasting St. 
Brgy. Queensrow West Bacoor Cavite 
DTI PERMIT: 01237074  

Artificially hatched chicks  
need probiotics 

 Under natural conditions animals pick up 
their microflora from adult animals and from the en-
vironment very quickly but under conditions of 
modern animal production, things are different. 
Chicks hatch in incubators do not have contact with 

adult animals. They could not build up and establish 
a well-balanced microflora. Thus, the chicks are not 
protected against pathogenic microbes.  
 For chicks, it is crucial to develop a protective 
microflora as early as possible,  by the application of 
probiotics. They provide conditions in the chicks in-
testine that promotes the colonization by beneficial 
microbes. 
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Patrick Antonio still the 

cocking idol he is. 
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1. Flaxseeds are a great source of fiber . 

2. Flaxseed oil contains concentrated amounts 

of alpha-linolenic acid (ALA), an omega-3 fat.  

3. Flaxseeds are a good source of magnesium. 

4. Flaxseeds increase energy and power of game 

fowl the natural way, 

Bioflax 
The flaxseed for game fowl. Best for urban breed-

ing and conditioning. Good replacement for grass 

and magnesium not abundant in urban areas. 

Email  click here 

mailto:chandralabrador@yahoo.com
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Garces BrosGarces BrosGarces Bros   

Winning is not 
everything. It’s just 

something we  
work hard  
to achieve. 

Ad created by Roosterman, 2012. All rights reserved. 
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Prolact P  is a feed  

supplement specially formulated  
for poultry  

Benefits: 
 Enhances feed conversion rate. 

 Reduces disease incidence and mortality rate. 
 Controls pathogenic bacteria like Salmonella, Shigella,Pastuerelle and other putrefactive bacteria. 

 Suppresses production of harmful substances such as Ammonia, Indol, Phenol and Hydrogen sulphate. 
 Reduces feed cost, medicine cost, management cost etc. and renders profits to the farmer. 

 Improves egg size and quality of meat.  

Poultry 

Star  is a well-defined, multi-

species synbiotic product and promotes a 

beneficial gut microflora through the com-

bined action of carefully selected probiotic 

microorganism and prebiotic fructooligo-

saccharides. It was designed to improve gut 

health and make chicks more resistant to 

pathogenic infections. 

SCD Dry Bio 

Livestock - 

Poultry 

 Probiotic Feed Additive 

for Poultry 

Contains a source of live 

(viable) naturally occur-

ring microorganisms. 

Be pro-life. Go probiotic. 

http://uniquebiotech.com/prolact.html
http://www.thepoultrysite.com/focus/biomin/2269/biomin-naturally-ahead-biomin-poultrystar
http://www.thepoultrysite.com/focus/biomin/2269/biomin-naturally-ahead-biomin-poultrystar
http://www.scdprobiotics.com/SCD_Dry_Bio_Livestock_Poultry_p/dblp.htm
http://www.scdprobiotics.com/SCD_Dry_Bio_Livestock_Poultry_p/dblp.htm
http://www.scdprobiotics.com/SCD_Dry_Bio_Livestock_Poultry_p/dblp.htm
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Khazim  

Game Farm 
Langtad, Argao, Cebu, Philippines 

Contact click here 
 

Imported 

bloodlines 

Luther Cagigas 
For TV interview click here 

Ad created by Roosterman, 2012. All rights reserved. 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000051048674
http://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=311943352199213&id=100003219717967
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MANA trusted bloodlines 

Blakliz 
 Available from RB 
Sugbo; Scorpion Ox 

Blue Face(Garces)  
Available from 
Garces Bros.  

RN sweater 
Available from 
Khazim  Game 

Farm.    

Four Webber 
(sweater/mclean). 

Available from 
Scorpion Ox; RB 

Sugbo 
  

Scorpion Ox 
white 

 Available from 
Scorpion Ox; RB 

Sugbo.   

Sugbo Lemon 
Available from RB 
Sugbo; Scorpion 

Ox.  

Six Markers  
Available from 
Garces Bros.   

Twenty grand 
kelso 

Available from 
Khazim Game 

Farm.  

For video click photo of rooster. For 

inquiry click photo /logo of breeder. 

0922-808-1973  

(In alphabetical 

order) 

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=372913476068393
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZCZ_AzgMeA
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=1898083255807
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=333049496721458&set=t.100000051048674&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=333053270054414&set=t.100000051048674&type=3
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=373605049332569
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoBXExQqRNU&context=C30a7b37ADOEgsToPDskKmYbK-ZysQCzGquy79L_Di
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVhQTaxVbKg&feature=related
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000051048674
http://rbscal.webs.com/forqueriescontactus.htm
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1353395130
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000160124787
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Order now click:  
 

P300 only  

including mailing 

Conditioning  
Pyramid 

To o
rd

er
 cl

ick
 im
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e o

f t
he b

ook 

Join Miniature International 

(MINI) For details click MINI 

http://masangnagmamanok.wordpress.com/products/
http://masangnagmamanok.wordpress.com/products/
mailto:chandralabrador@yahoo.com
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Chris Suarez 

Business Name Killer Knives International  
Business Website  http://

killerknives.multiply.com/  
Business Email killerknives@yahoo.com  

Business Telephone (+63) 917.999.39.74 

Roosterman offers free advertisements. 

Condo Units atP2.3m 
60sq.meter with 2bedrooms resort 
type near naia1, flexible terms; con-
tact, Kamana Dante Lasian, 0920-
6427494. 

http://killerknives.multiply.com/
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The idea behind 
Roosterman 
Nothing is greater than an idea which time has 
come. This is our inspiration that brought us 
into coming out with an online sabong maga-
zine. It is the objective of MANA to help… but 
our desire is limited and subject to financial 
constraint. We wanted to publish a print maga-
zine and distribute it for free. But no way we 
could afford it… thus, the web became the an-
swer. Here is why, according to a website that 
is promoting online publishing: 

What are the benefits to publishing online ra-
ther than print? 

Save you Money 
Lower Production Cost 
Cut out the costs of printing, including print 

materials and also man-power. Online publish-
ing takes minimal staff and no supplies except 
your computer. 

Printing costs limit the number of copies and 
even issues a publication can produce. By elim-
inating those costs, your number of issues, is-
sue length, and audience are unlimited. While 
the cost of print publishing rises, online pub-
lishing stays constant, and more importantly, 
low. 

 

Eliminate Shipping and Mailing Costs 
The shipping and mailing costs of print pub-

lishing can be exorbitant, and the overhead 
and management it takes to ensure that the 
publication arrives everywhere on time is 
enormous. Publishing online eliminates all of 
these costs as well as the need for manage-
ment of printing and arrival: you send it for 
free and it arrives at all its destinations at the 
same time, immediately, no sweat. 

Other Resources, Time and People 
Print publishing involves a time-consuming and 
complicated work flow, from writers to editors 
to typesetting to proofs to printing. All of these 
steps are automated in online publishing, so 
they are done instantaneously, without the 
need for a middleman. 

A Wider Audience 
With fewer printing and staffing costs and no 

mailing costs, you will be able to put your 
money where it counts and still reach a wider 
audience than ever possible with print. Get 
your message and products out to more peo-
ple and provide them with a convenient way to 
access and patronize your organization. 

Now no wonder if Roosterman becomes the 
widest and most read sabong magazine in the 
world. Because Roosterman, is not only online 
it is also free! 
 

Feedbacks Free Subscription Free Advertising 

Contact us click: 

franciscoong30@yahoo.com 

Forums Free Cocking Books Manok  Academy 

http://kamana2000.wordpress.com/roosterman-feedbacks/
http://manapub.wordpress.com/
http://kamana2000.wordpress.com/roosterman-free-advertising/
http://sabongnet.webs.com/apps/forums/
http://sabongnet.webs.com/apps/auth/login?why=pw&next=apps%2Fdocuments%2F
http://dojododo.webs.com/

